ATI Event Coordinator
Extensive fleet management solution for accident
avoidance, insurance savings, and operational efficiencies
The ATI Event Coordinator is a

Collision avoidance

comprehensive fleet
management solution that
integrates GPS vehicle
tracking with collisionavoidance technology and

Not all accidents are preventable; however, many preventable accidents
are avoidable. ATI uses Mobileye’s real-time warning system to detect
problems on the road and warn drivers before they happen. This includes
lane departures, collisions, speeding, and more, giving drivers added
visibility and insight into the unexpected moments when they need it most.

recorded video. It increases
safety for drivers, provides
protection against fraudulent
claims, and improves
operational efficiencies.

Claim protection
Fraudulent claims are on the rise and so are the insurance premiums that
go with them. A cellular-based camera module from SmartWitness

The ATI Event Coordinator collects and processes data from fleet vehicles in real-time, increasing both safety and profitability.

captures increasingly important visual data to show what really happened

How it works

before, during and after an incident. This conclusive evidence helps prove
driver innocence, protect licenses, and safeguard insurance premiums.

The ATI Event Coordinator

Operational efficiencies

connects to each vehicle in
a fleet using a cellular data

Safety management is a resource-consuming necessity for organizations

link, continually retrieving

with vehicle fleets. ATI uses Geotab’s unique GPS measurement-based
vehicle-tracking device to enhance both the effectiveness of safety

telematics information

enforcement as well as lessen the resources required to manage fleets. This

collected by the Geotab

improves driver behavior, safety, and on-road productivity.

module. If the server

Simplified reporting

encounters an event
previously configured as

Fleet telematics systems generate mountains of driver, route, and vehicle

problematic – a sudden

data. ATI solutions take these complex inputs to produce detailed analysis

stop, lane departure,

that is highly visual and instantly readable with simple tables, charts, maps,

excessive tailgating, or an

and more, tailored to each customer’s unique needs and goals.

accident, for example – it
retrieves video data of the
incident from the camera
module.
The event-monitoring
console allows
management to view this
captured video along with
any associated telematics
data, providing a vital
enhancement to an
organization’s overall risk
management strategy.
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In-vehicle architecture for capturing telematics and video streams uses industry
available components.
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